The Reprimand: An Update

Dean Broken Arrow, sub-

American Indian students who are unenrolled have been elected chairperson of the Committee to Promote Understanding, a co-ed organization that will be employed by the school. According to the program, this group will be involved in all aspects of the school, including athletic, social, and cultural. The committee is open to all students who want to participate.

BUDGET CUTS FORCE BARUCH TO MERGE MAJOR OFFICES

By BERMINGHAM ALABAMA

Due to the City University of New York budget cuts, the Office of the Registrar, Bursar, and Curricular Guidance will be reduced this September to one man, 14 year old Reginald Crapper.

"We just can't afford to keep a lot of unnecessary bureaucrats around," said Assistant Dean of Left-Handed Students, Broken Arrow.

Crapper types 15 words a minute (Continued on Page 2)

ADDICTIVE DISEASE STRIKES BARUCH

By SNOQUITO BURRITO

According to Dean Don Johnson, the approved budget for Macintosh computers in The Tickler office has been cut by 10%. Students will now have to pay for the use of these computers.

Johnson, consultant on budgets, said that while the Macintosh study was interesting and productive, it posed a serious threat that might affect the whole school. "We have to look into how students who use the Macintosh relate to other students who associate with them. When asked what the details of the study are, he said, "Using Macintosh computers results in a moral degeneration that is harmful to both students and faculty, and we don't want a bunch of Mac-addicts running around this school."

There are about 200 students and faculty members that already own Macintosh computers, so it seems that the money that was going to be spent on new Macintoshes will be spent on other rehabilitation centers for these poor students and faculty members.

According to The Wall Street Quack, this new addiction is classified as a disease. "People everywhere are becoming addicted to this little small beige box with a small screen that makes funny beeping and whirring sounds. It has a funny looking mouse attached to the end of it, that has people just squeezing and pressing it to death. The most dangerous part of this little box is the screen. People spend countless hours and even days looking into this screen with no regard for sleep, healthy eating or personal hygiene."

"Barrett's Woes"

By MENTAL WARD

A faculty member was charged with tampering with student grades. The teacher, Professor Mervin Worensbyte, withheld the initial records with the Outrun video game game on the second floor game room. Outrun players navigate a track and try to avoid obstacles and other cars. They pick up points by running through the course in the quickest possible way. Worensbyte changed the game, as he said, "just a little bit."

Once Outrun was linked to the Baruch computer, it became not just a racecourse but another class course at Baruch, taught by (you guessed it) Professor STAFF. Worensbyte switched the initial screen at the end of the game reserve for high scorers and put it at the front of the game. Instead of initially the players were asked for their Social Security numbers. Then the fun really started.

Instead of obstacles in the shape of other cars, players saw "big blips" with a sign that read "find all of them."

After a series of extensive tests ranging from paraffin tolerance to different PH factors, Barrett declared an inconclusive subject by the Medical Administrative Board (Continued on Page 2)

PINK FLOYD'S SYD BARRETT APPEARS AT BARUCH COLLEGE

By VLADIMIR O. HOLTZ

CAMBRIDGE, ENG. — Syd Barrett, former lead singer of the rock group Pink Floyd escaped from the Cambridge Institute for the Mental and Insane, according to Barrett's physician, Dr. Creampuff A. Schimmmer.

Barrett was placed in the Cambridge Institute 20 years ago by his best friend and bandmate Roger Waters.

"When Syd was admitted," said Schimmmer, "we thought he was suffering from the delusion that he was an orange. Upon monitoring his behavior, it was noted that he never showed any outward sign of being a citrus fruit. Instead he constantly complained with great conviction that he was pink. This was curious behavior."

After Barrett was removed from the institute, he disappeared for over a year. During this time, Barrett was seen wearing a large wooden crate and was mistakenly shipped to Florida. "Barrett was a nut," said Mollison. "Not only did the guy think he was pink but he was blowing "Puff the Magic Dragon," and blowing smoke rings in everybody's face. I knew it was Barrett, but I didn't believe it was Peter Paul and Mary but his reaction was to convert his room into a cave by bringing dirt and ice into it. It didn't surprise me at all that he packed it full of orange peels, put himself on a cargo ship and sailed to Florida. But what I want to know is where did he go with the real oranges that were in the crate."

Barrett stated that when he arrived in Florida, he hitchhiked his way up to New York, where he found out (Continued on Page 2)

STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN CUNY RABBIT FOOD PROGRAM

By ABABRA RENSEM

The Fall 1989 semester marks the beginning of an innovative new program, which will seek to find a relation between nourishment and grades.

Each class will be equipped with a salad bar, according to school health official, and students can munch on nutritious foods for free before class starts.

Proper nutrition and an increase in student alertness are the goals of this program. After the semester is over a comparison will be made to last fall's aggregate grade point averages.

This experiment, recently conducted on chimpanzees, has the potential to start a nationwide trend among colleges. The chimpanzee experiment revealed that proper nutrition increased their attentiveness by 300 percent in some cases.
SEAGULL TAKES A DIVE

Last week when President Jonathan L. Seagull admitted to accepting private contributions of Brazilian potatoes, in blatant disregard of CUNY rules, we thought we had heard it all. But now, just days after his apology and explanation, ("We needed them to pay our adjunts. The budget cuts have really opened up a pit full of temptation!") we now learn that in addition to the contraband potatoes, President Seagull has also been the recipient of several guava bush kick-backs.

We understand that our adjunts are hungry but we are entirely unwilling to accept this illegal and immoral conduct on the part of our college's top officials. In the words of one tenured professor: "Let them eat cake!!"

NEW COURSE SELECTION AT BARUCH

By W. B. KOTTER

Remedial Political Science .... Section FJ-2 - "Ethics in Politics" — Distinguished Boss Tweed Lecturer: Stanley Friedman. M-W 9:00 a.m. - 9:57 p.m.; Room 103 Tammany Hall.

This course will deal with problems and issues that should arise in the events of bribery and selling electronic parking ticket devices to municipalities that you work in and which were manufactured by companies that you own.

Friedman's credentials include the post of Bronx Democratic leader, Lehman College lecturer, and license plate production supervisor at Cell Block H-Riker's Island.

Remedial Political Science 0001: section RU-CRZY "communications in politics" — when to say the right thing at the right time — President George Bush, M-W 8 a.m. - 8 p.m., Washington D.C. campus - 1600 Pennsylvania Ave.

This course will instruct students what to do when: you are an anti-war World War II veterans dinner - and forget the date of the bombing of Pearl Harbor. You say you are "anti-racist, anti-fascist, and anti-semitic" at a B'nai Brith World War II veterans dinner - and feel at ease in admittance that you call your half-Mexican grandchildren "the little brown ones."

If time permits, Mr. Bush will discuss the statistical analysis in selecting the most competent running mate available.


This course will teach the students the skills of: mediocre speaking and how to pick a running mate whose husband has also been the recipient of questionable financial transactions that will overshadow your platform and college officials.

"Mr. Cedeno is a real groovy dude," stated Barrett, "but like I'm the one who's pink. He keeps telling me his name. Man, I had better luck as an orange, at least people believed that. I think I'm going to give my old friend Roger a call this is like crawling with like too many weirdos."

MAC-AHOLISM

2) Do you get your Macintosh before acknowledging your spouse? Child's on? Co­worker's or former veep's first cup of coffee?

3) When you argue with your spouse over the first cup of coffee do you pose the dreaded threat, "Watch it, sucker, I'm going to replace it with a Macintosh?"

VIDEO GAME

given a new grade at the end of the game. New obstacles then popped up after the choice was made. Blips marked "Redhead," "The Wait­ list," "Talent," "Tenured teacher," "Boring," and "Flaky psychiatric patient having know-it-all academics" would float randomly on the screen. When one was chosen, the computer would be informed of the choice and the grade would be recorded. Players improved their chances by choosing from the list of obstacles. The computer would then "say" things like "I'm the computer," and "You better get used to it ..."

"The skills students receive from playing Outrun will serve them far better in the real world than the education from the Baruch staff. When questioned why he was teaching at Baruch then, he said, "it's purely economic, I can make a lot more selling crack to college professors than to teachers in the high schools. There are drawbacks though. The food in high schools is a lot better than here, I mean have you seen the apples. in those machines? YUCK!"

CRAPPERS

and has never worked in a college or office of any kind. His career of 17 years as a flower arranger was ended nine years ago when he was fired from the local florist for "lack of organization."

When asked if he would recommend or combine the records of the different departments, Crack­ per said, "Records? Bub! Memory is as good as it was when I was 95!" When reminded that he will be dealing with over 16,000 students, Crapper said, "Listen, I'm a volunteer. I'm almost 90 and I'm not getting paid for this. I'll do it however I — well please!"

As to the shortage of rooms, Crapper's office will be located in one room of the Green Sun Motel in Nassau, Long Island.

Crummes office will be open from 5 a.m. to 3 p.m. on alternating Mondays. As the motel has no telephone, all appointments will be made by mail. Crapper estimates that this will take "three to five months, if everything goes okay,"

TICKLER

CATTIN MOLLISON
"Cuteyface"

ANNE SCHWIMMER
"Cramptuff"

BARBARA MEISSNER
"Bobbles"

LINDA ZUECH
"Blondie"

MARTIN STARKEY
"Pumpkin"

GLEN J. SPALLENG
"Sud"